
In India, private hospitals are
essential to the provision of
healthcare services. Around
70% of people living in rural

areas and about 80% of people
living in cities largely rely on

private hospitals as their
primary source of healthcare.
The healthcare system would

be thoroughly strengthened by
the Ayushman Bharat Yojana,
from primary to tertiary care,

according to the
ResearchAndMarkets report.
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Tenders: Minister emphasises
the need for accurate DPR

Tenders 

Tenders: Sitharaman says FIRE
Corridors will ignite
industrialization
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Tenders: Wind, Green
Hydrogen-Ammonia projects
given ISTS wavers

Tenders: India to commission
10 thermal power units in FY
2023

Tenders: Vincitore to invest
$60m on renewables

“At Canon India, regional penetration continues to remain one of
our core focus areas in by addressing diverse customer needs,”

says Manabu Yamazaki, President & CEO, Canon India.

Tenders: Invest in Govt projects
such as dry ports-satellite ports,
says Minister

Tenders: ADB lends $141.12m for
Andhra Pradesh projects
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Tenders: PM lays foundation
stones-dedicates Rs.8,000cr
projects in Odisha

Tenders: Global chemical hubs
and parks to be set up in India

Projects: Tech occupiers
driving demand for flex space
in top Indian cities

Tenders: Potential of India’s
offshore wind energy is
comparable to hydro-nuclear
capacities

Projects

Minister Singh also asked the
industry stakeholders to inform
the Government of such cases
where the Green Energy Open

Access Rules are not being
followed in letter and spirit so that

penal actions can be taken, if
required, with the concerned

agencies.

Projects: Real-estate sector
needs to access finance from
banks

Projects: India-Singapore
agree to build future-ready
workforce

Project: SKF-Ambuja to skill
10,000 youths in 2025

Projects: OSK India signs
agreement to support MRO for
Indian Navy

Project: PM dedicates Rs.971cr
Parliament complex to the
nation

At present, India is one of the
top 10 countries in the

market, with over 600 data
analytics firms. This number

is expected to increase in the
future, 

says ResearchAndMarkets
report.
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Projects: Commercially-
minded Quad Investors
Network sets up five expert
groups

Projects: Gadkari wants
stakeholders’ full commitment
in highway developments

Project: Rs.9,000cr Dwarka
Expressway to be completed
in April 2024

Projects: Clean Energy Supply
Chains Initiative announced at
Hiroshima summit

Projects: G20 countries urged
to achieve full potential of
biofuels for greener tomorrow

The healthcare system would be thoroughly strengthened by the
Ayushman Bharat Yojana, from primary to tertiary care, according to

the ResearchAndMarkets report.

Caroline Flaissier, General
Manager of the Fédération

Française de Tennis (FFT), said,
"We are delighted to be using
Infosys Topaz to improve the
experience lived by players,
viewers and fans, journalists,

and broadcast partners.”
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Exports: NMDP and MDEPC
launched at Pharma conference

Exports

Exports: DRDO assure supports to
make defence industry net
exporter

Exports: Ministers underline need
to expedite India-EU FTA
negotiations
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Salil Parekh, CEO & MD, Infosys, said, "Infosys Topaz is helping us amplify the
potential of people – both our own and our clients'. We are seeing strong

interest from our clients for efficiency and productivity-enhancing
programs, even as businesses are keen to secure their future growth.

Exports: FIEO President expects
better growth in exports from
July    

Exports: India-EFTA move
forward to TEPA at Brussels
meeting

Markets: Consumer electronics
set for CAGR of 15.77% till 2027

Markets: Virtual desktop
infrastructure set for 12.73%
CAGR 

Markets: India-EU can create
resilient form of industrial
production

Market: Slower recovery in
China housing impacts Indian
iron ore-pellet prices

Markets: Tier-II cities see spurt in
economic activities  

NHAI is also in touch with the
insurance companies to
analyze use of Insurance

Surety Bonds as an additional
mode of submitting Bid

Security and /or Performance
Security Deposit. The

Insurance Surety Bonds, when
issued, would be cost effective
and provide adequate security

for NHAI projects
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Market: Avista joins Indian oil
re-refining industry through
IFP Petro partnership
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Markets: 42% of India to be
urbanized by 2040, says
Scindia

Markets: Goyal wants to focus
on quality, innovation and
talent

Markets: Private hospital
sector to grow at CAGR 18.06%

Market: India to grow
comfortably at 7.5%

The Prime Minister, Narendra Modi, has elaborated on the country’s
numerous economic reforms and initiatives launched by the government
for ease of doing business and boosting economic growth at the Business

Roundtable with Australia CEOs in Sydney on 24 May 2023.

Markets: Indian big data
sector to grow by 10.6% CAGR

Market: Global cybersecurity set
for exponential growth – $1.5-
2.0trn

Markets: Canon launches
growth strategy for India from
Kolkata office

Market: Audi set to transform
EV industry landscape

Market: CAKE enters Indian
market with light EV bikes

Peush Jain, Managing Director, Office Services at Colliers for the Indian
market, said on 31 May 2023, "Flex spaces have emerged as a core strategy

for occupiers to adopt a decentralized workspace model, serving as a
promising alternative to the traditional paradigm.”
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The government has massive game
plans for the civil aviation sector. "It

is our three-pronged aim which
include creating capacity, removing
all bottlenecks for the industry and
simplify processes and procedures

for the industry," emphasizes
Minister Scindia.
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Vilarinho summed up, “This is an exciting time for our companies, and
we are looking forward to a long relationship with Danfoss and LTTS as
a strategic partner. I strongly believe that together we will reach new

goals and raise the bar for manufacturing worldwide.”

Markets: $87bn investment in
next decade as petchem
demand triple to $1trn by 2040

Markets: AHEAD starts global
growth strategy from
Gurugram

Markets: STL has deepened
existing engagements in
Europe-UK

The consumer electronics market in India has attracted several
significant investments in the form of FDI inflows and merger & acquisition

strategies used by major players in the international market, says a
ResearchAndMarkets report on the Indian Consumer Electronics Market.

Markets: Goyal highlights
India’s 10X+ growth potential

Markets: India a key
stakeholder in SGX’s fast-
financialising iron ore contract

Investments: Handhold
Vietnamese investors in India,
says Dr Sethi

Investments: PM invites
Australian CEOs to participate
in development of Indian
industries
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“This is a New India, an India that engages with the world, from a
position of strength and with full confidence. We believe in our abilities

and capabilities. We can take on any challenge on Earth. That is the
India we represent today,” Goyal said at the Opening Plenary Session of

the CII Annual Session 2023, held on 24 & 25 May 2023 in New Delhi.
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Investment: Drone-DAAS to list
of NSE Emerge

Investments: Pepper
Advantage acquires Pune
platform and expands in India

Investments: Indians spent
$7.68bn to stop financially-
motivated fraudsters

Manufacturing

Manufacturing: Govt measures
redefined defence industrial
landscape

Manufacturing: 80 GW
advanced solar cell production
by 2030, says R K Singh

Manufacturing: Austrian-Indian
partnership to serve packaging
in India-South Asia

Manufacturing: Green steel
production to cost 30% more, says
experts
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The Chemical industry is
growing at a rate of 15-20%
and investments of around

Rs.8 lakhs crores is
expected within next 3 to 4
years, according to Ajay S

Shriram, Chairman & Senior
Managing Director, DCM

Shriram Ltd.

“The Government and Industry must partner by creating facilitative policy
frameworks that promote ease of doing business, innovation, entrepreneurship
and job creation, and also lower the cost of doing business,” said Sanjiv Bajaj,

President, Confederation of Indian Industry.
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Fiinews.com was seen and
read by 1.82 million India-

focused business
executives in 2022. We

appreciate these global
business executives’

support for Fiinews.com,
considering it as an

important source of market
intelligence on India. 

We also look forward to
more support in 2023 when
we will produce more and

more articles related to the
Indian market and

businesses. 
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and subscribe free to

Fiinews.com. 
 

Follow us on @fii_news. 
A big Thank You. 
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Manufacturing: SAF is major
step towards self-reliance, de-
carbonization

Manufacturing: Defence
production increase 12% in
FY22-23

Manufacturing: Cabinet approves
Rs.17,000cr for PLI Scheme 2.0 IT
Hardware

Manufacturing: DPP notifies 164 PIL
items, substituting Rs.814cr import
bill

Manufacturing: Coal Ministry to
enhance production of Heavy
Equipment for coal mining

The shift towards cloud technologies including VDI is mainly driven by the
concerns for SMEs to lower the IT Capex (capital expenditure) and OpEx

(operational expenditure) costs. The concept of Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
drives the growth further, says ResearchAndMarkets in a report on prospects

for the industry in India.

Manufacturing: MNRE reforms
ALMM mechanism to reduce costs

“The good news is that since the last 7-8 months US$150 million have been
invested by Indians in Ho Chi Minh City, giving equal opportunities for

everyone to play not only in the infrastructure sector but across various
sectors,” Dr. Madan Mohan Sethi, Consul General of India said at the visit of

PHDCCI Business delegation to Vietnam.
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Minister Gadkari elaborated,
“Among the key 3 pillars of

our country—ethics,
economy, and ecology and

environment—it is
quintessential to put an

emphasis on ecology and
environmental protection

while engaging in any
developmental activity.”

 

"With a well-functioning and developed road and transportation
connectivity, we are embarking upon rising potentials in the tourism sector
and has made tourism opportunities more affordable and accessible for

individuals from all income strata," Gadkari told delegates at the CII
Annual Session 2023 on 24 May 2023.
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Technologies: Def Min calls for
innovative solutions to make India
a leader in global security

Technology: Saudi PayTabs
acquire OGS PayLab of
Chennai

Technology: Delhi hospital selects
SentinelOne for cyberattack
protection

Technology: LTTS forms
partnership for future-ready MES
with groups from Portugal-
Denmark

Technology: 12 teams win Solar
Decathlon India Design
Challenge

Technology: Pradhan sees
Indian Universities-NTU
partnerships

Technologies: Infosys Topaz
launched to tap next gen
opportunities

Technology

Tran Quang Huy, Director General, Asia and Africa Market Department, Ministry
of Industry and Trade, noted the improved healthcare services in India which
can attract a lot of medical tourism, but the Vietnamese do not have a lot of
information about the specialized healthcare services. “Better information on

healthcare services will aid medical tourism from Vietnam to India.”

“Scaling up partnerships in
knowledge, skills and

frontier areas will add new
dimensions to our long-

standing friendship,” said
the visiting Minister

Pradhan on 30 May 2023,
underlining that India and

Singapore share strong
historical, cultural and
civilizational links. “Our

friendship today is rooted
in reciprocity, mutual trust

and respect.”
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Ravi Nayse, Vice President,
of Ambuja Cement

Foundation, added, "The
partnership with SKF India
reflects our shared vision

of empowering individuals
through skill development

and creating a
sustainable impact in the

community.
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The consumer electronics
market in India has

attracted several significant
investments in the form of
FDI inflows and merger &

acquisition strategies used
by major players in the

international market, says a
ResearchAndMarkets report

on the Indian Consumer
Electronics Market.

“Sir Ganga Ram Hospital is an innovator in cybersecurity and we are
pleased to be helping them to protect the business of protecting us,”

Diwa Dayal, Managing Director – India & SAARC, SentinelOne, said on 25
May 2023. 
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Technology: Wipro-Google to
help client accelerate journey to
cloud

Technology: HCLTech expands SAP
partnership to drive digital
transformation

Technology: Infosys-bp
strengthen long-term tech
relationship

Technology: NTT adds
FacctViewTM screening platform
for anti-financial crime defenses

Technologies: YES BANK adopts
Azure Red Hat OpenShitft

Building on the outcomes of the G20 Future of Work workshop in
Bhubaneswar, Pradhan and Minister of Trade and Industry Gan Kim Yong

discussed ways in which India can leverage the expertise and knowledge of
Singapore for addressing common challenges and transforming the Indian

skills ecosystem.

Technologies: Innovations being
natured in 100 smart cities-real
incubators

Admitting that the sector
has had its ‘blacksheeps’,

Joshi said that is one
reason the banking sector is
wary to invest in it. “Banking
system wants its capital in

safe hands. If the borrowing
was through a market

system, it would
differentiate between a

good borrower and a bad
borrower, but since we
largely have a public

sector-based banking
system, our appraisals are

not so sharp.”
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Saahasi: Dateline Singapore I Official Trailer 
Featuring Singapore-based actors like Veena Puthran Bangera, Rachna Anand, Gurdip Singh, Nidhi Chopra Khanna, Pankaj Kumar, Neil Daswani,
Edmund Chow, Hannah Wong, Jawahar Kanjilal and Tejas Chitaliya, Saahasi: Dateline Singapore is a bold take on the changing ethos of journalism.  

Set in the backdrop of a gang rape victim who is brought to Singapore from India for medical treatment, the film explores the clash of values betwee
old journalism and new journalism, which is more aggressive and TRP-driven, through two characters, Gurdip and Garima.

Subscribe free to get your regular 
 e-newsletter from fiinews.com.
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STANDARD PACKAGES FOR ADVERTISING 

M O N T H L Y Y E A R L Y

Placements of 24
advertisement in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 10

articles.

Placement of 2
advertisements in 2

newsletters and on the
website for one month
as well as one article.

Placement of 6
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 4

articles.

Placement of 12
advertisements in

newsletters and on the
website as well as 6
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